
Recent figures show an increase in violent crime among youngsters under the age of 18. 

Some psychologists claim that the basic reason for this is that children these days are not 

getting the social and emotional learning they need from parents and teachers. 

 

No one can ignore this inevitable fact that unfortunately throughout the recent years the 

felony rate is noticeably climbing among young children. Frequently, we can get the 

horrible news from the media on irreparable and hazardous illegal events committed 

youth from media across the globe --  and in the under-developed countries in especial. 

Although some people surmise that these kinds of unusual behaviors are directly related 

to the nurturing and parent’s consideration, from where I stand, there are still other 

effective factors in this giant social conundrum. 

Perhaps the first and most noteworthy reason resides in the widespread employing of 

diverse types of video games, not to mention the Internet, as the monumental leisure time 

activities among most people particularly youth. Psychologically, it is proven fact that 

over-using of these games most of which  are created based on the dangerous and 

aggressive manners can beget the violence and some consequences for instance tendency 

to the using drugs, rubbery and sometimes killing the other classmates at school.  

Furthermore, the remarkable escalation of  the murder shots as well as using the cigarette 

and other sort of drugs scenes in recent produced movies can play an indispensable role 

to drive youngsters to the unlawful activities which , in some drastic occasions,  can 

utterly annihilate their future life. 

Beside the role of media on criminal events among children, we cannot be ignorant of the 

huge responsibility of parents and teachers. It might  well argued that  if parents and 

teachers become vigilant on the communal children’s characteristics and implement 

friendly relationship with their peers at the same level of consideration which spend for 

their academic issues, there would be less offense committed among the youngsters  to a 

great extent. 

To wrap up, in my book, the diminishing the felonious conducts among youth not only 

needs the restricting of the using of video games, but also demands the careful 

supervision of their seniors. 

By: Haleh 

Comment: The organization of the essay is well-framed, in that the reasons are justifiably 

well-discussed. The structures are fairly complex, though this complexity does not 



impede the general understanding of the message. At rare cases, some structures are not 

“full-fledged”, requiring a bit of a final edition and correction. 


